
Amyloid Hypothesis of Alzheimer’s Disease

• Amyloid-beta and tau accumulation are the neuropathological hallmarks of Alzheimer’s disease 

• Genetic evidence implicates amyloid-beta accumulation in familial Alzheimer’s disease 

• These observations led to the amyloid hypothesis of Alzheimer’s disease pathophysiology

Serrano-Pozo et al., 2011
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Long preclinical prodrome before symptoms

Jack et al, Lancet, 2013



Figure 1 Amyloid-b plaque burden and number of neurofibrillary tangles in the superior temporal sulcus (STS). (A) Representative
photomicrographs of 10D5 immunostained plaques in the superior temporal sulcus. (B) Demented cases with Alzheimer’s disease (AD)
had a significantly higher amyloid-b plaque burden in the superior temporal sulcus when compared with intermediate probability mis-
matches (Mismatch IP) and controls. No significant differences were found between demented cases with Alzheimer’s disease and high
probability mismatches (Mismatch HP). (C) Representative photomicrographs of PHF-1 immunostained neurofibrillary tangles in the
superior temporal sulcus. (D) A significantly higher number of neurofibrillary tangles (NFTs) in the superior temporal sulcus were found in
demented cases with Alzheimer’s disease when compared with intermediate probability mismatches. No significant differences were
detected in the number of neurofibrillary tangles between cases with Alzheimer’s disease and high probability mismatches. Controls were
essentially free of neurofibrillary tangles in this brain area. Scale bar = 150 mm; n = 8–15 per group; *P5 0.05; **P5 0.01; ***P50.001.
One way ANOVA and post hoc Tukey test, and Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA and Dunn’s multiple comparison test, respectively.

Table 1 Descriptive statistics for demographics and quantitative neuropathological assessments

Control (n = 15) Intermediate probability
mismatches (n = 12)

High probability
mismatches (n = 8)

Alzheimer’s disease
(n = 15)

Age (years) 84.44 ! 3.20 89.82 ! 2.72 88.4 ! 6.01 87.2 ! 3.22

10D5 Amyloid-b plaque burden (%) 1.25 ! 0.56 3.58 ! 0.88 6.49 ! 1.55* 10.7 ! 1.13***

Thioflavin-S plaque burden (%) 0.28 ! 0.15 1.14 ! 0.45 0.55 ! 0.22 2.75 ! 0.7**

NAB61 oligomeric burden (%) 0.31 ! 0.14 1.34 ! 0.54 0.66 ! 0.41 4.79 ! 0.72***

NFTs/50-mm thick section 7 ! 3 40 ! 12 5509 ! 1536*** 6670 ! 1122***

Neurons/50-mm thick section 171 070 ! 9457 159 808 ! 12 255 160 858 ! 5055** 104 721 ! 2322***

Cortical thickness (mm) 3035 ! 116 2955 ! 83 3154 ! 188 2421 ! 99**

GFAP-positive astrocytes/50-mm thick section 7243 ! 1811 6497 ! 1,117 5759 ! 1,157 14 728 ! 1959*

CD68-positive microglia/50-mm thick section 1435 ! 688.1 2994 ! 1,441 2208 ! 1066 15 748 ! 2580**

*P5 0.05; **P50.01; ***P50.001 versus control.
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amyloid tau

Fig. 7A and B, the majority of tau in controls and high probabil-

ity mismatches was found in the cytosolic fraction in the form

of monomers whereas in demented cases with Alzheimer’s dis-

ease soluble tau species preferentially accumulated within the

synaptic compartment ranging from monomeric (migrating

at !64 kDa) to high molecular weight multimeric forms

(75–250 kDa) and were abnormally hyperphosphorylated

(Fig. 7C and D). The levels of hyperphosphorylated tau monomers

and multimers in synapses were significantly increased in demen-

ted cases with Alzheimer’s disease but not in high probability

mismatches when compared with controls. Abundant low molecu-

lar weight bands (migrating at !20–50 kDa), likely corresponding

to truncated forms of tau, were also observed within the synaptic

compartment in demented cases with Alzheimer’s disease, but

only present in very small quantities or absent in high probability

mismatches and controls. These data suggest that aberrant accu-

mulation of soluble hyperphosphorylated tau into synapses might

contribute to a greater extent than tangle formation to clinical

symptoms and neuronal and synaptic disruption in Alzheimer’s

disease.

Figure 2 Number of neurons, cortical thickness and synaptic markers in the superior temporal sulcus. (A) Stereologically based neuronal
counts in the superior temporal sulcus (STS) showed a significant reduction by 440% in the number of neurons in demented cases with
Alzheimer’s disease (AD) compared to controls. Intermediate (Mismatch IP) and high probability mismatches (Mismatch HP) showed no
significant neuronal loss in this region compared with controls. (B) Superior temporal sulcus cortical thickness was significantly reduced by
420% in cases with Alzheimer’s disease but not in intermediate or high probability mismatches when compared to controls.
(C) Representative image of western blot and quantification for postsynaptic marker PSD-95. Levels of PSD-95 in the superior temporal
sulcus were significantly decreased in cases with Alzheimer’s disease but not in intermediate or high probability mismatches when
compared with controls. (D) Representative image of western blot and quantification for presynaptic marker synaptophysin. Levels of
synaptophysin in the superior temporal sulcus were significantly decreased in cases with Alzheimer’s disease but not in high probability
mismatches when compared with controls. A significantly higher level of synaptophysin was detected in the superior temporal sulcus in
intermediate probability mismatches compared with controls. GAPDH was used as loading control. n = 5–8 per group; *P5 0.05;
**P50.01; ***P50.001. One way ANOVA and post hoc Tukey test.
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Parenchymal loss correlates with symptoms
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Aducanumab is a human IgG1 anti-Aβ monoclonal 
antibody developed in partnership with Neurimmune

CMC, chemistry and manufacturing controls; IgG, immunoglobulin G; Tox, toxicology.
Neurimmune. Reverse Translational Medicine™ Technology Platform, 2016. http://www.neurimmune.com/-technology/rtm-technology-platform-.html. Accessed June 4, 2018; Sevigny J et al. Nature. 2016;537:50–56.
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Aducanumab reduces plaques within 1 year

ARTICLE RESEARCH
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were similar in patients with mild and prodromal AD, and apolipopro-
tein E (ApoE) ε4 carriers and non-carriers (Extended Data Fig. 2a, b). 
Pre-specified regional analyses of SUVR changes demonstrated sta-
tistically significant dose-dependent reductions in all brain regions, 
except for the pons and sub-cortical white matter, two areas in which 
Aβ plaques are not expected to accumulate (Extended Data Fig. 3).

Effect on clinical measures
Clinical assessments were exploratory as the study was not powered to 
detect clinical change. The test of dose response was the pre-specified 
primary analysis for the clinical assessments. Analysis of change from 
baseline on the CDR-SB (adjusted for baseline CDR-SB and ApoE ε4 
status) demonstrated dose-dependent slowing of clinical progression 
with aducanumab treatment at one year (dose-response, P < 0.05), with 
the greatest slowing for 10 mg kg−1 (P < 0.05 versus placebo) (Fig. 3a, 
Extended Data Table 1). Sensitivity analysis using a mixed model for 
repeated measures (MMRM) also showed a trend for slowing of decline 
on the CDR-SB at one year (P = 0.07 with 10 mg kg−1 aducanumab 
versus placebo). A dose-dependent slowing of clinical progression 
on the Mini Mental State Examination (MMSE) with aducanumab 
treatment was also observed at one year (dose-response, P < 0.05), 
with the greatest effects at 3 and 10 mg kg−1 aducanumab (P < 0.05 
versus placebo) (Fig. 3b, Extended Data Table 1). On sensitivity anal-
ysis using MMRM, the greatest difference was retained for 10 mg kg−1 
aducanumab (P < 0.05 versus placebo), with a smaller difference at 
3 mg kg−1 (P = 0.10 versus placebo). No changes from baseline after 
one year were found on the composite neuropsychological test battery 
(NTB) or the Free and Cued Selective Reminding Test (FCSRT) free 
recall (Extended Data Table 1), but skewed non-normal (floor) effects 
at baseline were observed. The floor effects on the NTB were seen in 
the individual tests; specifically, in the two most clinically relevant com-
ponents given the stage of the population enrolled: Wechsler Memory 
Scale-Fourth Edition Verbal Paired Associates II (WMS-IV VPA II) 
and Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test (RAVLT) delayed recall of the 
NTB memory domain.

Safety and tolerability
The most common adverse effects were amyloid-related imaging 
abnormalities (ARIA), headache, urinary tract infection, and upper 
respiratory tract infection (Table 2). Using the most specific descrip-

tion of ARIA by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), ARIA-vasogenic 
oedema (ARIA-E) abnormalities occurred in no patients receiving  
placebo compared with 1 (3%), 2 (6%), 11 (37%), and 13 (41%) patients 
receiving 1, 3, 6 and 10 mg kg−1 aducanumab, respectively (Extended 
Data Table 2). ARIA-E was generally observed early in the course of 
treatment, MRI findings typically resolved within 4–12 weeks, and of 
the 27 patients who developed ARIA-E, 15 (56%) continued treatment 
(Supplementary Information). All cases of symptomatic ARIA were 

Table 1 | Baseline characteristics

Aducanumab

Characteristic Placebo (n = 40) 1 mg kg−1 (n = 31) 3 mg kg−1 (n = 32) 6 mg kg−1 (n = 30) 10 mg kg−1 (n = 32) Total (n = 165)*

Years of age (mean ± s.d.) 72.8 ± 7.2 72.6 ± 7.8 70.5 ± 8.2 73.3 ± 9.3 73.7 ± 8.3 72.6 ± 8.1

Female sex (n (%)) 23 (58) 13 (42) 17 (53) 15 (50) 15 (47) 83 (50)

ApoE ε4 (n (%)) Carriers 26 (65) 19 (61) 21 (66) 21 (70) 20 (63) 107 (65)

Non-carriers 14 (35) 12 (39) 11 (34) 9 (30) 12 (38) 58 (35)

Clinical stage (n (%)) Prodromal 19 (48) 10 (32) 14 (44) 12 (40) 13 (41) 68 (41)

Mild 21 (53) 21 (68) 18 (56) 18 (60) 19 (59) 97 (59)

MMSE (mean ± s.d.) 24.7 ± 3.6 23.6 ± 3.3 23.2 ± 4.2 24.4 ± 2.9 24.8 ± 3.1 24.2 ± 3.5

Global CDR (n (%)) 0.5 34 (85) 22 (71) 22 (69) 25 (83) 24 (75) 127 (77)

1 6 (15) 9 (29) 10 (31) 5 (17) 8 (25) 38 (23)

CDR-SB (mean ± s.d.) 2.66 ± 1.50 3.40 ± 1.76 3.50 ± 2.06 3.32 ± 1.54 3.14 ± 1.71 3.18 ± 1.72

FCSRT sum of free recall 
score (mean ± s.d.)

15.2 ± 8.5 13.2 ± 9.0 13.8 ± 8.0 14.4 ± 8.3 14.6 ± 8.3 14.3 ± 8.3

PET SUVR composite score 
(mean ± s.d.)

1.44 ± 0.17 1.44 ± 0.15 1.46 ± 0.15 1.43 ± 0.20 1.44 ± 0.19 1.44 ± 0.17

AD medications use†  
(n (%))

24 (60) 19 (61) 28 (88) 20 (67) 17 (53) 108 (65)

Percentages are rounded to the nearest integer. AD, Alzheimer’s disease; ApoE ε4, apolipoprotein E ε4 allele; CDR, Clinical Dementia Rating; CDR-SB, Clinical Dementia Rating—Sum of Boxes; FCSRT, 
Free and Cued Selective Reminding Test; MMSE, Mini-Mental State Examination; PET, positron emission tomography; SD, standard deviation; SUVR, standard uptake value ratio.
*Number of patients dosed. 
†Cholinesterase inhibitors and/or memantine.

Placebo

Baseline One year

3 mg kg–1

6 mg kg–1

10 mg kg–1

Figure 1 | Amyloid plaque reduction with aducanumab: example 
amyloid PET images at baseline and week 54. Individuals were chosen 
based on visual impression and SUVR change relative to average one-year 
response for each treatment group (n = 40, 32, 30 and 32, respectively). 
Axial slice shows anatomical regions in posterior brain putatively related 
to AD pathology. SUVR, standard uptake value ratio.

© 2016 Macmillan Publishers Limited, part of Springer Nature. All rights reserved.

• Binds aggregated forms of amyloid-
beta in brain parenchyma 
• Immune-mediated clearance of 

amyloid-beta

Sevigny et al., 2016
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ENGAGE: Longitudinal change from baseline in CDR-SB

Analysis visit (weeks)

ITT population. Values at each time point were based on an MMRM model, with change from baseline in CDR-SB as the dependent variable and with fixed effects of treatment group, categorical visit, treatment-by-visit 
interaction, baseline CDR-SB, baseline CDR-SB by visit interaction, baseline MMSE, Alzheimer’s disease symptomatic medication use at baseline, region, and laboratory ApoE ε4 status. 
ApoE, apolipoprotein E; CDR-SB, Clinical Dementia Rating–Sum of Boxes; ITT, intent to treat; MMRM, mixed model for repeated measure; MMSE, Mini Mental State Examination; SE, standard error.

Placebo n=545 522 455 333 
Low dose aducanumab n=547 529 454 331
High dose aducanumab n=554 532 448 293
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No reduction in CDR decline at 78 months



Figure 4. Mean (? SEMI change from baseline in MMSE 
score for 5- and 10-mgld-donepezil- and placebo-treated 
patients with mild to moderate Alzheimer’s disease. 

Figure 2. Cumulative percentage of patients with specified 
changes fioni baseline in ADAS-cog scores. 

double-blind treatment, both the 5- and 10-mgld-donepezil 
treatment groups exhibited improvement in global func- 
tion relative to placebo ( p  5 0.005 a t  endpoint; figure 3).  
The differences in mean drug-placebo CIBIC plus scores at  
endpoint were dose dependent a t  0.36 for the 5- and 0.44 
for the 10-nigld dosing groups. The strength of these re- 
sults can be seen by examining the percentage of patients 
who were scored as improved on drug compared with pla- 
cebo at study endpoint. Only 11% of placebo patients, as 
compared with 26% of the 5-mgld and 25% of the lO-mg/d 
donepezil-treated patients were scored as improved (CIBIC 
plus 5 3). Overall, donepezil increased the number of 
treatment successes (CIBIC plus 5 4). Furthermore, done- 
pezil reduced the number of treatment failures (CIBIC 
plus 2 5 ;  p = 0.0018); the percentage of patients who had 
failed visits at  least half the time were 45% in the placebo, 
33% in the 5-, and 25% in the 10-mgld-donepezil groups. 
After the 6-week-long, single-blind placebo washout, simi- 
lar to  the means of the ADAS-cog scores (see figure 11, the 
CIBIC plus ratings for both donepezil groups declined to 
levels that were not significantly different from the means 
of the placebo group (see figure 31, indicating that this 
beneficial effect of donepezil relies on its continued admin- 
istration. 

Secondary efficacy parameters. Donepezil treatment 
groups demonstrated a dose-dependent improvement in 
MMSE scores compared with placebo ( p  5 0.0007; figure 
4) with mean drug-placebo differences of 1.21 for the 5- 
and 1.36 for the 10-mgld-donepezil groups (see table 2). 

Furthermore, improvements were observed in CDR-SB 
scores a t  weeks 18 and 24, plus a t  study endpoint ( p  5 

0.0008; figure 6 )  with a mean drug-placebo difference for 
both the 5- and 10-mgld-donepezil treatment groups of 0.6 
(see table 2). Patient perceptions of their well-being as 
measured by the QoL scale showed a trend for improve- 
ment for both dose groups versus placebo by the 12-week 
visit and the improvement was sustained throughout the 
18- and 24-week visits. However, only the 5-mgld-dose 
group achieved significant improvement and this was only 
at  week 24 ( p  = 0.05) (figure 6). Significant differences 
were not evident at  study endpoint. 

After the 6-week, single-blind placebo washout phase at  
the end of this study, scores on all measures declined to 
values that were not statistically different from placebo. 
There was no evidence of “overshoot” or decline in clinical 
state that was worse than that of patients who received 
placebo for the entire trial, suggesting that abrupt drug 
withdrawal did not cause exacerbation of symptoms or ad- 
verse effects. Interestingly, analyses of the CDR-SB data 
after placebo washout in this trial suggested residual ben- 
efits for both the 5- and 10-mgld-donepezil groups when 
compared with the placebo group (see figure 5 ) .  However, 
this is not thought to  signify any lingering pharmacody- 
namic activity of donepezil, especially because other effi- 
cacy parameters had returned to baseline values at  the 
same time point, but rather the insensitivity of the assess- 
ment tool to  quantify the degree of change. 

The percentages of patients completing the 
study on their originally assigned treatment regimen were 
placebo, 80%; clonepezil 5 mgld, 85%; and donepezil 10 
mgld, 68%. The percentages of the patients in the groups 

Safety, 

Figure 5. Mean (% SEMI change from baseline in 
CDR-SB score fcir 5- and 10-mgld-donepezil- and placebo- 
treated patients with mild to moderate Alzheimer’s 

Figure 3. Mean (2  SEM) CIBIC plus score for 5- and 10- 
nigld-donepezil- and placebo-treated patients with mild to 
moderate Alzheimer’s disease. disease. 
140 NEUROLOGY 50 January 1998 

How does this compare to Aricept?

Rogers et al., Neurology, 1998

reduction in CDR decline of 0.5 in 6 months
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EMERGE and ENGAGE: Adverse events with incidence >10%

Safety population. Patients randomized to placebo who accidentally received active dose are summarized under active groups (4 in ENGAGE and 1 in EMERGE).
All safety data presented are from the placebo-controlled period.
ARIA-E, amyloid related imaging abnormality-edema/effusion; ARIA-H, amyloid related imaging abnormality-micro-hemorrhages and hemosiderin deposits.

This table includes patients who received at least one dose of investigational treatment.

EMERGE ENGAGE
Placebo
(n=547)

Low dose
(n=544)

High dose
(n=547)

Placebo
(n=541)

Low dose
(n=548)

High dose
(n=558)

Patients with any event, n (%) 476 (87.0) 477 (87.7) 505 (92.3) 465 (86.0) 491 (89.6) 500 (89.6)

ARIA-E (%) 12 (2.2) 140 (25.7) 186 (34.0) 16 (3.0) 139 (25.4) 198 (35.5)

Headache (%) 83 (15.2) 106 (19.5) 106 (19.4) 81 (15.0) 98 (17.9) 114 (20.4)

ARIA-H, microhemorrhage (%) 38 (6.9) 88 (16.2) 102 (18.6) 31 (5.7) 85 (15.5) 98 (17.6)

Nasopharyngitis (%) 90 (16.5) 70 (12.9) 87 (15.9) 67 (12.4) 64 (11.7) 66 (11.8)

ARIA-H, superficial siderosis (%) 14 (2.6) 50 (9.2) 73 (13.3) 10 (1.8) 48 (8.8) 86 (15.4)

Fall (%) 68 (12.4) 64 (11.8) 69 (12.6) 55 (10.2) 77 (14.1) 83 (14.9)

Haeberlein et al. CTAD 2019
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“ADUHELM is an amyloid beta-directed antibody indicated for 
the treatment of Alzheimer’s disease. This indication is 

approved under accelerated approval based on reduction in 
amyloid beta plaques observed in patients treated with 

ADUHELM. Continued approval for this indication may be 
contingent upon verification of clinical benefit in confirmatory 

trial(s).”

Aducanumab - Indications and Usage



Aducanumab - Dosage Schedule
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FULL PRESCRIBING INFORMATION 

1 INDICATIONS AND USAGE 
ADUHELM is indicated for the treatment of Alzheimer’s disease. This indication is approved 
under accelerated approval based on reduction in amyloid beta plaques observed in patients 
treated with ADUHELM [see Clinical Studies (14)]. Continued approval for this indication may 
be contingent upon verification of clinical benefit in confirmatory trial(s). 

2 DOSAGE AND ADMINISTRATION 

2.1 Dosing Instructions 
After an initial titration, the recommended dosage of ADUHELM is 10 mg/kg (see Table 1). 
ADUHELM is administered as an intravenous (IV) infusion over approximately one hour every 
four weeks and at least 21 days apart.  

Table 1: Dosing Schedule 

IV Infusion 
(every 4 weeks) 

ADUHELM Dosage 
(administered over 

approximately one hour) 
Infusion 1 and 2 1 mg/kg 
Infusion 3 and 4 3 mg/kg 
Infusion 5 and 6 6 mg/kg 

Infusion 7 and beyond 10 mg/kg 

2.2 Monitoring for Amyloid Related Imaging Abnormalities  
Obtain recent (within one year) brain magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) prior to initiating 
treatment. Obtain MRIs prior to the 7th infusion (first dose of 10 mg/kg) and 12th infusion (sixth 
dose of 10 mg/kg). If 10 or more new incident microhemorrhages or > 2 focal areas of superficial 
siderosis (radiographic severe ARIA-H) is observed, treatment may be continued with caution 
only after a clinical evaluation and a follow-up MRI demonstrates radiographic stabilization (i.e., 
no increase in size or number of ARIA-H) [see Warnings and Precautions (5.1)].  

2.3 Resuming ADUHELM After Missed Dose 
If an infusion is missed, resume administration at the same dose as soon as possible [see Dosage 
and Administration (2.1)]. Infusions are to be administered every 4 weeks and at least 21 days 
apart. 
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4  
 

4 CONTRAINDICATIONS 
None.  

5 WARNINGS AND PRECAUTIONS 

5.1 Amyloid Related Imaging Abnormalities 
ADUHELM can cause amyloid related imaging abnormalities-edema (ARIA-E), which can be 
observed on MRI as brain edema or sulcal effusions, and amyloid related imaging abnormalities-
hemosiderin deposition (ARIA-H), which includes microhemorrhage and superficial siderosis. 

Obtain recent (within one year) brain magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) prior to initiating 
treatment [see Dosage and Administration (2.2)]. The safety of ADUHELM in patients with any 
pre-treatment localized superficial siderosis, 10 or more brain microhemorrhages, and/or with a 
brain hemorrhage greater than 1 cm within one year of treatment initiation has not been 
established. 

In clinical studies of ADUHELM, the severity of ARIA was classified by radiographic criteria, 
as shown in Table 2. 

Table 2: ARIA MRI Classification Criteria 

ARIA 
Type 

Radiographic Severity 

Mild Moderate Severe 

ARIA-E FLAIR hyperintensity 
confined to sulcus and or 
cortex/subcortical white 
matter in one location 
< 5 cm 

FLAIR hyperintensity 5 
to 10 cm, or more than 
1 site of involvement, 
each measuring < 10 
cm 

FLAIR hyperintensity 
measuring > 10 cm, often 
with significant subcortical 
white matter and/or sulcal 
involvement. One or more 
separate sites of 
involvement may be noted. 

ARIA-H 
microhemorrhage 

� 4 new incident 
microhemorrhages 

5 to 9 new incident 
microhemorrhages 

10 or more new incident 
microhemorrhages  

ARIA-H 
superficial siderosis 

1 focal area of 
superficial siderosis 

2 focal areas of 
superficial siderosis 

> 2 focal areas of 
superficial siderosis 

 
In Studies 1 and 2, ARIA (-E and/or -H) was observed in 41% of patients treated with 
ADUHELM with a planned dose of 10 mg/kg (454 out of 1105), compared to 10% of patients on 
placebo (111 out of 1087).  

ARIA-E was observed in 35% of patients treated with ADUHELM 10 mg/kg, compared to 3% 
of patients on placebo. The incidence of ARIA-(�ZDV�KLJKHU�LQ�DSROLSRSURWHLQ�(�İ���$SR(�İ���
FDUULHUV�WKDQ�LQ�$SR(�İ��QRQ-carriers (42% and 20%, respectively). The majority of ARIA-E 
radiographic events occurred early in treatment (within the first 8 doses), although ARIA can 
occur at any time. Among patients treated with a planned dose of ADUHELM 10 mg/kg who 
had ARIA-E, the maximum radiographic severity was mild in 30%, moderate in 58%, and severe 
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Top Ten Clinical Issues Related to Aduhelm
1. Confirm the patient has amyloid 

1. lumbar puncture, e.g., ADmark 177 (Athena Labs) 
2. Amyloid PET not covered by Medicare 

2. Recommend ApoE genotyping for risk of ARIA 
3. Brain MRI before first infusion 
4. Brain MRIs before 7th infusion and before 12th infusion 
5. Do not expect a clinical response for over a year 
6. Adverse effects in ~ 90% of patients 
7. Vigilance for symptoms while on Aduhelm - may need 

another MRI to rule out ARIA 
8. Clinical judgements on stopping and restarting 

Aduhelm in the setting of ARIA  
9. Continue other Alzheimer’s medication 
10. Cost and insurance coverage - ENVISION trial
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Rapid Review

Pathosis within the olfactory bulbs 
The spread of virions or subviral ribo nucleo protein 
complexes might occur through the cribriform plate into 
the olfactory bulbs of the CNS via a transcellular or a 
paracellular route (figure), although evidence is sparse and 
circumstantial (panel 3). Standard haematoxylin and eosin 
staining has revealed pronounced and preferential 
inflammation in the olfactory bulbs of some people who 
have died from COVID-19.21,68,73 With standard RT-PCR, 
the amount of viral RNA has been quantified at autopsy 
and noted to be in higher concen trations in the olfactory 
bulbs than in other brain regions.52,66,71 By immuno-
histochemistry, spike glycoprotein has been detected 
within the paren chyma of the olfactory bulbs in one person 
who died from COVID-19.81 In another study of multiple 
autopsy samples, spike glycoprotein was detected in 
endothelial cells in the vasculature of the olfactory bulbs.52 
However, electron microscopy of active and replicative 
virions and in-situ hybridisation evidence are both absent 
in the olfactory bulbs. Yet, it is important to note that the 
olfactory bulbs might also serve as immunosensory 
effector organs.51 The olfactory bulbs are crucial in the early 
and rapid clearing of invading pathogens through this 
entry-prone interface. Viral clearance is believed to be both 
rapid and robust, thereby precluding post-mortem identifi-
cation of virions in people with a lengthy hospital course 

and time to autopsy.22,52 Microglia and astroglia activation, 
seen in histological tissue specimens, is consistent with 
this idea. Moreover, sterile inflammation of the olfactory 
bulbs, due to fulminant and persistent infection of the 
subjacent intranasal olfactory receptor, could also be 
sufficient to either cause or contribute to microglia and 
astroglia activation (figure).22,52,68,84

Migration of cytokines, chemokines, or (less probably) 
virions or subviral ribonucleoprotein complexes from 
infected olfactory epithelial tissue to the olfactory bulbs 
might also occur through glia transit tubules produced by 
olfactory ensheathing cells (figure).85,86 These specialised 
cells construct and maintain a lattice of perineural channels 
or fascicles that envelope and nourish the axons of olfactory 
sensory neurons and convey regenerating axons through 
the cribriform plate to the olfactory bulbs. Holbrook and 
colleagues25 have shown in human beings  that, if axons are 
absent, the fascicles still maintain an open interface 
to the CSF and the olfactory bulbs. Nanoparticles of 
environmental pollutants and intranasal nose-to-brain 
drug delivery systems (which aim to deliver pharma-
cological agents directly to the CSF) also make use of the 
olfactory ensheathing cells paracellular pathway.87 The rate 
of diffusion of proinflammatory mediators, viral particles, 
or ribonucleoprotein complexes in these channels has 
received little attention and requires additional study.

A Paracellular migration of cytokines or,
 potentially, virions or subviral
 ribonucleoprotein complexes

Inflamed mitral cell

B Neuroinflammation

Microglial cell (activated)

Olfactory sensory neuronNasal cavity

SARS-CoV-2
Inhaled air and
virus particles

Cribriform plate

Lamina propria

C Transcellular transport of
 viral particles

Sustentacular cell

Olfactory ensheathing cells

Olfactory bulb

Olfactory epithelium

Olfactory bulb

Olfactory tract

Figure: Potential pathways by which SARS-CoV-2 can infect the olfactory bulbs and generate inflammation
(A) Paracellular migration; molecules or virions can be transported across the cribriform plate through intercellular gaps between the olfactory ensheathing cells or 
within empty nerve fascicles. (B) Sterile neuroinflammation; immunological response marked by proinflammatory mediators (ie, cytokines and chemokines) that are 
activated by the virus, which has an initiating but secondary role. (C) The transcellular (trans-synaptic) transport pathway; virions could be transferred across the 
cribriform plate through anterograde synaptic transport.

COVID and Dementia - 
Neuroinflammatory Accelerator? 

Xydakis MS, Albers MW, et al.  Post-viral effects of COVID-19 in the olfactory system and their implications. The Lancet Neurology. 2021



Thank you and happy to take questions!


